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ACHIEVEMENTS AND NEXT 
STEPS

Whereas the articles in the first issue of the
Newsletter were meant to introduce the
rationale of the INTEREST project, with this
issue we want to take stock of project
achievements midpoint in its planned
duration (October 2019 - March 2022) and
outline the next steps.

The project is designed to deliver three
intellectual outputs: a framework, an
operational guide and a learning
curriculum suitable to support the owners
and managers of European SMEs willing to
adopt integrated reporting (<IR>). Project
implementation was obviously marred by
the COVID-19 pandemic: the partners’
meetings planned in Romania in the Spring
and in Germany in the Fall of 2020 had to
take place in an abridged virtual format,
but notwithstanding these unforeseen
circumstances the consortium managed to
complete the <IR> framework and
prepared a final draft of the guide.
The suggested <IR> framework is
compliant with the “International <IR>
Framework”, recently updated by the
International Integrated Reporting Council
(IIRC), but incorporates the insights
gathered through an in-depth assessment
of the level of SME readiness and of
current <IR> practices in six European
countries, namely Germany, Hungary, Italy,
Poland, Romania and the United Kingdom.
To our knowledge, this is the first
systematic overview of the “state of the art”
of <IR> among European SMEs; for this
reason, these country reports will be
published as an edited volume, an
additional output of the INTEREST project
which is going to be available for
researchers and practitioners alike.

Starting from this framework, a detailed
<IR> guide has been drafted. The guide is
meant to provide hands-on support to SME
owners and managers willing to track
corporate performance through KPIs
covering the entire value creation process
and communicate this value to external
stakeholders.
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For this reason, the guide emphasizes the
preconditions SMEs must guarantee and
the practical steps owners and managers
must take to engage in a process meant
not only to produce a glossy document,
but to refine their understanding of how
long-term value is created. Once finalized,
the guide is going to be translated in the
national languages of the countries
involved in the project and will serve as the
basis for the learning curriculum.

The latter part of the project aims to create
the conditions for the uptake of the
framework and the guide. The structure of
a fully-fledged, interactive learning
curriculum has been already outlined, and
is designed to help owners and managers
as well as students (future CEOs,
accountants, consultants, etc.) learn the
ropes of the measurement and
communication of integrated value
creation in the specific context of European
SMEs. In the coming months, project
partners will be busy developing the
learning modules, testing them via pilot
workshops and eventually making them
available to non-English speakers.

In parallel, as soon as deliverables started to
reach the final stages of their development
process, the project team strengthened
dissemination activities, notwithstanding the
obvious limitations imposed by the
epidemiological situation. We chose to
emphasize connectedness among
dissemination channels, so that they would
feed into and strengthen each other.

The most comprehensive source of
information is the project portal,
https://www.interest-project.eu; not only it
describes the project and the training
activities for SMEs, it updates visitors about
events and news about the project. This is
complemented by a LinkedIn group,
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/1378994
8/, which is now nearing 100 members. The
LinkedIn group has been established to
promote the INTEREST project and its
initiatives, but at the same time relevant
news are posted on a regular basis to
update interested stakeholders on the
developments in the world of non-financial
reporting, and more specifically of
integrated reporting for SMEs. A Twitter
account, @interest_sme, targeted primarily
to Brussels-based policy experts, has also
been launched to promote the INTEREST
project and provide snappy updates in the
field of non-financial reporting. A brochure
and a standardized PowerPoint presentation
are available to all project participants, so as
to support them in dissemination activities..
Quarterly newsletters feature interviews to
project participants, workshop reports and
upcoming activities; they are available for
download from the portal but can be shared
via other channels as well to give visibility to
project activities and intellectual outputs.
The next update is planned by the end of
May: stay tuned!
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AN INTERVIEW WITH
Dr Fiona Robertson

Q: What is your role in the INTEREST 
project?

Fiona: I am the Lead Researcher for the
Leeds Beckett University team in the United
Kingdom, and I was involved in the initial
proposal for the INTEREST project as I have
a strong knowledge and interest in
Integrated Reporting. I have been
following the Integrated Reporting
Movement from its inception and attended
the launch of the Integrated Reporting
Framework in 2013 in London, where I
heard His Royal Highness Prince Charles
state that the transformation of corporate
reporting was essential to understand the
value of companies in the 21st century and
the value of nature’s services that underpin
our economy. I also had the privilege of
meeting the Chief Executive Officer of the
International Integrated Reporting Council,
Paul Druckman, as well as the Chairman,
Judge Professor Mervyn King.

Inspired by what I heard, I embarked on a
PhD on Integrated reporting in the United
Kingdom, where I interviewed 36 senior
executives in 17 leading organisations on
their experience and perceptions of
Integrated Reporting. Mervyn agreed to be
one of the supervisors; his advice and
support were invaluable, given that he is a
global leader in Integrated Reporting and
Corporate Governance. I completed my PhD
in 2017 and was keen to use my knowledge
to advance the Integrated Reporting
Movement, so the INTEREST project was an
ideal way to do that.

At the launch of the INTEREST project in
Budapest I was asked to present an
overview of Integrated Reporting and how it
could benefit SMEs. Given that SME’s
collectively have the largest impact of our
economy, society and the environment, they
can impact significantly on improving these
areas, that are essential to sustainable
development, through the adoption of
Integrated Reporting. Additionally, they
stand to benefit significantly from Integrated
Reporting through access to cheaper
finance, greater stakeholder engagement,
and an increased understanding of how
they create value in the longer term to
ensure their continued success and survival.

Q: Which insights did you gather from the
Country comparison concerning the current
state of the art of integrated reporting?

Fiona: Common themes emerging from
comparing the countries were that SMEs are
vital to each of these countries, technology
was disrupting traditional ways of doing
business and that a cultural shift was
emerging in attitudes towards the
importance of companies addressing not
only economic, but also societal and
environmental issues.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH
Dr Fiona Robertson

Therefore, encouraging SMEs to adopt
Integrated Reporting will assist then in
meeting shifting pressures in the external
environment and obtaining greater insights
into how they create longer term value. We
found that adoption of IR in SMEs was low,
although there were some higher adoption
levels in Italy. We can therefore make a big
impact with this project.

Laws and legislation regarding reporting
revealed differences with each country, as
was expected, but in addition most
countries in our project have a rules-based
approach to law compared to a more
principle-based approach in the United
Kingdom. In these countries, the adoption
of Integrated Reporting may be more likely
if it were mandatory. However, I believe
that the INTEREST project will be able to
communicate, through training and
guidance using a simplified approach, the
benefits for SMEs of Integrated Reporting,
so as to encourage voluntary adoption.

Q: Non-financial reporting standards seem
to be in a state of flux, with new initiatives
launched by both regulators and standard
setters all over the world. What changes
do you expect in the next few years?

Fiona: There are a lot of changes
happening across the globe regarding
non-financial reporting standards. For too
long, there have been too many standards
that often compete with each other,
leading companies to feel confused and
unclear which direction to take.

The establishment of the Corporate
Reporting Dialogue in 2015 was a step in the
right direction, where they set out to have
convergence of the framework providers in
the non-financial reporting space, so that
preparers had a harmonized standard of
sustainability reporting. This was so because
comparability was being diluted with the
different frameworks and it was adding to
complexity and cost for preparers.

As Mervyn King pointed out clearly at the
IIRC conference in 2019, there should not be
competition between standard setters, as
they are all dealing with public interest
issues with the same public good outcome.
He stated that it was a social outrage for
these framework providers to see
themselves as competitors rather than
collaborators on public interest issues
following SDG 17. Since he made this
statement, there has now been the merger
between the Sustainable Accounting
Standards Board and the International
Integrated Reporting Council, which
demonstrates momentum towards a
simplification in the corporate reporting
landscape. Other major standard setters
have also issued a statement of intent to
work together. I believe that in the future we
will see a more unified approach, which in
turn will lead to more comparability, greater
accountability, less complexity, and reduced
costs across organisations internationally.
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12th International Conference on 
Management, Economics and 
Accounting, Alba Julia, Romania 
November 19th-20th, 2020

The main goals of the 12th edition of
International Conference on Management,
Economics and Accounting, ICMEA 2020,
were to bring together researchers in
economic disciplines from Romanian and
foreign partner institutions and to establish
a working group to promote measures
aimed at sustainable development of small
and medium-sized enterprises and cross
border cooperation.

In the plenary session of this conference
Professor Adriana Tiron Tudor gave a
presentation titled ”SME Integrated
thinking and reporting: a possible new
model for SME governance”. The main idea
of the presentation was to provide the big
picture of how, thanks to the INTEREST
project, it will be possible to advise SMEs
on the alignment of capital allocation and
corporate behaviour to the broader goals
of financial stability and sustainable
development. Professor Tiron Tudor’s
presentation underlined the role of
integrated thinking as a key to sustainable
value creation: the cycle of integrated
thinking and reporting, resulting in efficient
and productive capital allocation, has the
potential to serve as a trigger for financial
stability and sustainability. Professor Tiron
Tudor summarised the advantages of the
adoption of Integrated Reporting by small
and medium-sized enterprises and
concluded her intervention outlining the
intellectual outputs expected as a
consequence of the INTEREST project.
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COMING SOON
Planned project activities and 
events

• March 2021: translation of the IR 
Framework for SMEs in the national 
languages of all project partners

• April 2021: 4th (online) transnational 
partners’ meeting

• May 2021: webinar hosted by the 
European Federation of Accountants 
and Auditors for SMEs on the future of 
non-financial reporting and the role of 
small and medium practices
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